
TEACH PROBLEM SOLUTION ESSAY

Teaching Propose a Solution or problem essay? Try my teaching plans with links to resources for you and your
students.

Wide understanding of interest into this topic of the record is necessary for any writer. Conclusion The
conclusion should have no new ideas but instead should simply list the main points from the previous two
paragraphs. This should only be used if you have time and you are over the word limit already. Mark them on
the essay. This helps them to think critically about their own problem solving and helps you to more easily
identify where they may be having problems. An example of a very general example would be: Lots of people
in the world have experienced floods recently. Step One: Have students list groups or organizations that they
are a part of. You might start with solutions that have already been tried, and then move to creative solutions.
Discuss the three types of argument strategies: Classical, Rogerian, and Toulmin. Rogerian narrow the
argument or use qualifiers to limit the scope of claim? You will, therefore, gain marks for coherence and
cohesion. Here are some examples of problems my students have solved: Campus waste from dining halls:
Campus Kitchens has been created to donate the excess food to the Salvation Army and other places.
Example: make them go into detention, call the parents, give them incentives for having good attendance, give
them a chance to not take the finals if they have good attendance, etc. Answer: My students generally write
essays that have at least five paragraphs, often more. Result: Shelter is one of the most basic of human needs
and widespread flooding would cause millions of people to become homeless, not to mention losing all of
their possessions. As you can see above, I have used synonyms to change the words of the questions but it still
has the same meaning. Use the following organization: Identify the problem and explain its significance. You
should always consider your audience to be someone with no specialist knowledge in this area and you,
therefore, need to explain what everything means. Now that we have stated the problem, we must explain what
this is. Evaluate perhaps the author has attained the aim of their work. Prediction: It is predicted that more and
more countries will be forced to take such measures to avoid a watery catastrophe. Uses logic to persuade the
audience. This is because this particular question does not ask us for our opinion. The examiner will be
looking for your ability to do this in the exam, so it is a good idea to practice this skill.


